The coronavirus nucleocapsid (N) protein forms a helical ribonucleoprotein with the viral positive-strand RNA genome and binds to the principal constituent of the virion envelope, the membrane (M) protein, to facilitate assembly and budding. Besides these structural roles, N protein associates with a component of the replicase-transcriptase complex, nonstructural protein 3, at a critical early stage of infection. N protein has also been proposed to participate in the replication and selective packaging of genomic RNA and the transcription and translation of subgenomic mRNA. Coronavirus N proteins contain two structurally distinct RNA-binding domains, an unusual characteristic among RNA viruses. To probe the functions of these domains in the N protein of the model coronavirus mouse hepatitis virus (MHV), we constructed mutants in which each RNA-binding domain was replaced by its counterpart from the N protein of severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus (SARS-CoV). Mapping of revertants of the resulting chimeric viruses provided evidence for extensive intramolecular interactions between the two RNAbinding domains. Through analysis of viral RNA that was packaged into virions we identified the second of the two RNA-binding domains as a principal determinant of MHV packaging signal recognition. As expected, the interaction of N protein with M protein was not affected in either of the chimeric viruses. Moreover, the SARS-CoV N substitutions did not alter the fidelity of leader-body junction formation during subgenomic mRNA synthesis. These results more clearly delineate the functions of N protein and establish a basis for further exploration of the mechanism of genomic RNA packaging.
C oronaviruses are a family of positive-strand RNA viruses that infect numerous mammalian and avian hosts (1, 2) . Although they are generally species specific, the propensity of these viruses to cross from animal reservoirs to the human population has been dramatically demonstrated twice in just the past dozen years. In 2002, a previously unknown pathogen, severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus (SARS-CoV), initiated an epidemic that spread worldwide before the human chain of transmission was broken. The potential remains for SARS-CoV or very similar coronaviruses to reemerge from bat sources (3) . More recently, there has emerged another lethal but less readily transmissible agent, Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus (MERS-CoV), which also appears to have originated in bats (4, 5) .
The well-studied coronavirus mouse hepatitis virus (MHV) is a prototype for the molecular biology, genetics, and pathogenesis of this family of viruses. MHV is taxonomically classified within the betacoronaviruses, the same genus as includes SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV, and it can thus serve as a model for some of the fundamental attributes of these pathogens. A defining property of coronaviruses is that in addition to replicating their genomic RNA, they produce a nested set of transcripts, the latter serving as the mRNAs for the viral structural proteins and for additional accessory proteins. Viral RNA synthesis is carried out by a 16subunit replicase-transcriptase complex that is generated by processing of two polyproteins encoded by the 5= two-thirds of the genome. The virions of coronaviruses contain four structural proteins, three of which-the spike (S), membrane (M), and envelope (E) proteins-are embedded in the membrane envelope. The fourth structural component, the nucleocapsid (N) protein, resides in a helical ribonucleoprotein complex with the RNA genome in the virion interior. N protein is thought to participate in a number of critical processes in coronavirus infection, in addition to its structural association with RNA and M protein in the assembled virion (1, 6) . Various functions have been inferred for N protein in RNA replication and transcription (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) , in the translation of viral mRNA (12, 13) , and in the selective packaging of viral genomic RNA (14, 15) . Some of these proposed roles of N are not clearly established; for others, the molecular details remain to be precisely defined. Despite this uncertainty about function, much has been learned about N protein structure in recent years. The coronavirus N protein has two distinct RNA-binding domains, a characteristic that is unusual and possibly unique among RNA virus capsid proteins. We have designated these domains N1b and N2b (16) (17) (18) (Fig.  1A ), but they are also widely called the N-terminal domain (NTD) (10, (19) (20) (21) (22) and the C-terminal domain (CTD) (21, (23) (24) (25) , respectively. Domain N1b (or NTD) is a monomer in solution, whereas domain N2b (or CTD) forms dimers and higher-order oligomers that may be representative of the interactions driving helical nucleocapsid formation (24, (26) (27) (28) . Structures for each of the RNA-binding domains of the N proteins of SARS-CoV, MHV, and infectious bronchitis virus (an avian gammacoronavirus) have been determined by X-ray crystallography or nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). From these, RNA-binding surfaces have been deduced for grooves or platforms rich in basic and aromatic amino acid residues, but as yet, no structure has been obtained for an N protein-RNA complex.
Adjacent to the RNA-binding domains are intrinsically disordered segments (29) falling at the amino terminus (domain N1a), the carboxy terminus (spacer B and domain N3), and the center (domain N2a) of the N molecule. No functional role has been ascribed to domain N1a. Domain N3 has been shown to interact with the carboxy terminus of the M protein (30) (31) (32) (33) , and it also appears to participate in one type of N-N interaction (16) . Domain N2a contains a serine-and arginine-rich region (Fig. 1A) that interacts with the replicase subunit nonstructural protein 3 (nsp3) to mediate a crucial early step in infection (17, 18, 34) .
In order to probe the functions of the two RNA-binding domains of the MHV N protein, we substituted each with its counterpart from SARS-CoV. A similar strategy, the replacement of the entire MHV N protein with that of bovine coronavirus (BCoV), led to our previous discovery of the domain N2a-nsp3 interaction (17) . However, domains N1b and N2b of the MHV and BCoV N proteins are sufficiently homologous as to be functionally indistinguishable. We thus hypothesized that making substitutions from the more phylogenetically distant SARS-CoV N protein would have greater consequences. Analyses of the resulting chimeric N protein mutants provided evidence for extensive interactions between the two RNA-binding domains of N. We found no support for a role for either domain N1b or N2b in the interaction of N protein with M protein. Moreover, neither substitution altered the fidelity of viral transcript formation or had a significant effect on the N-nsp3 interaction. Strikingly, substitution of domain N2b, but not domain N1b, abolished the selective packaging of genomic RNA by MHV virions. The latter finding points to domain N2b as the principal determinant for the recognition of the MHV genomic RNA packaging signal (PS). (16, 17) . The RNA-binding domains are N1b (or NTD) and N2b (or CTD). Other segments of the molecule include the amino terminus N1a; the central spacer N2a, which harbors the SR region that interacts with nsp3; and the M protein-binding domain N3, which is linked to the molecule via spacer B. Numbering indicates amino acid residues. (B) Schematic of wild-type and mutant N proteins. Shading represents segments of SARS-CoV N sequence substituted within the MHV N molecule; the asterisk denotes a lethal substitution. (C) Western blots of equal amounts of immunopurified wild-type, S1b mutant, and S2b mutant virions probed with monoclonal anti-MHV N antibody J.3.3, which recognizes an epitope in domain N3 (31) (left) or with polyclonal anti-SARS-CoV N antibody (right). (D) Plaques of the S1b and S2b mutants at 33, 37, or 39°C compared with those of isogenic wild-type virus. Plaque titrations were carried out on L2 cells; monolayers were stained with neutral red at 49 h postinfection and were photographed 17 h later.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
ric coronaviruses designated fMHV and fMHV.v2 (35, 36) , which were used for reverse genetics, were grown in Felis catus whole-fetus (FCWF) cells. MHV mutant construction. All constructed mutants in this study were created by targeted RNA recombination, procedures for which have been described in detail previously (35, 36) . Donor RNAs for targeted RNA recombination were synthesized from plasmids derived from the transcription vector pSG6X, which includes the 3=-most 8.6 kb of the MHV-A59 genome. pSG6X is identical to the previously described pMH54 (35) , except for a coding-silent PspXI site (underlined) changing N gene codons 14 through 16 from AGCTCCTCT to AGCTCGAGT and a coding-silent BspEI site (underlined) changing N gene codons 444 through 446 from GTGCCAGAT to GTTCCGGAT. Each N gene mutation was first constructed in the plasmid pCK70XB (18) , which is a template for MHV subgenomic RNA7, and then shuttled into pSG6X via the unique PspXI-BspEI fragment. Constructs made from pCK70XB took advantage of the unique PspXI site upstream of domain N1b, unique NheI and NgoMIV sites between domains N1b and N2b, and unique BstXI and BspEI sites downstream of domain N2b.
The S1b substitution was constructed by replacement of the PspXI-NheI segment of pCK70XB with a fragment synthesized by two-step PCR with partial products made from overlapping oligonucleotides and from PCR using a cloned SARS-CoV (strain Urbani) N gene cDNA as the template. An additional PspXI site was removed from the SARS-CoV N sequence in this process. Similarly, the S2b substitution was constructed by replacement of the NgoMIV-BstXI segment of pCK70XB, with concomitant removal of an additional BstXI site from the SARS-CoV N sequence. The S1b-S2b double substitution was made by shuttling the NheI-BspEI fragment of the S2b plasmid into the S1b plasmid. The S1bR1 and S1bR4 constructs were created by PCR-based mutagenesis of the S1b plasmid; the S1b2bR4 and S1b[2a]2b constructs were produced by PCR-based mutagenesis of the S1b-S2b plasmid. All of the partial S2b substitutions-S2bN, S2bC, S2b1, S2b2, and S2b3-were generated by replacement of the NgoMIV-BstXI segment of pCK70XB with fragments made by PCR from overlapping oligonucleotides.
For each viable viral mutant, two independent isolates were obtained: Alb733 and Alb735 for the S1b mutant, Alb737 and Alb739 for the S2b mutant, Alb774 and Alb775 for the S1bR1 mutant, Alb782 and Alb784 for the S2bC mutant, and Alb786 and Alb787 for the S2b2 mutant. In each case, when it was established that both isolates behaved identically in preliminary experiments, one of them was chosen for further analysis. Additionally, an isogenic wild-type recombinant, Alb741, was isolated by targeted RNA recombination with donor RNA from pSG6X.
gRNA infectivity assay. The enhancement of the infectivity of MHV genomic RNA (gRNA) by wild-type or mutant N mRNA was measured by plaque assays. Purification of viral genomic RNA, in vitro transcription and purification of N mRNA, and conditions for cotransfection by electroporation were exactly as described in detail previously (18) . The templates for synthesis of S1b and S2b chimeric N mRNA were the same pCK70XB-derived plasmids as were intermediates in the construction of donor RNA templates for targeted RNA recombination.
Virus purification. Virus was grown in 17Cl1 cell monolayers that were infected at a multiplicity of 1 PFU/cell. Medium containing released virus was harvested at 12 to 16 h postinfection, at a point when monolayers exhibited maximal syncytium formation but only minimal lysis or detachment. Virus was precipitated from growth medium with polyethylene glycol, resuspended in magnesium-and calcium-free phosphatebuffered saline, pH 7.4 (PBS), and sedimented onto cushions of 60% sucrose in PBS by centrifugation at 151,000 ϫ g for 2.5 h in a Beckman SW41 rotor at 4°C. After removal from cushions, virus samples were diluted with PBS to contain 10% sucrose and were layered onto step gradients of 10%-20%-40%-60% sucrose. Following centrifugation at 151,000 ϫ g for 2.5 h in a Beckman SW41 rotor at 4°C, banded virions were collected from the 20% to 40% sucrose interface. Virions were then immunopurified with anti-M monoclonal antibody J.1.3 and nProtein A Sepharose beads (GE Healthcare) exactly as described previously (37) .
Western blotting of purified virions was performed exactly as described previously (16, 37) . Proteins were detected with anti-MHV-N monoclonal antibody J.3.3, anti-MHV-M monoclonal antibody J.1.3, or anti-SARS-CoV N rabbit polyclonal antibody. Both anti-MHV monoclonal antibodies were generously provided by John Fleming (University of Wisconsin, Madison). For normalization of immunopurified virions prior to RNA extraction, bound monoclonal antibodies were visualized by enhanced chemiluminescence detection (Pierce), which was quantitated with a Bio-Rad ChemiDoc XRSϩ instrument.
Analysis of viral RNA. RNA was extracted from purified virions or from infected cell monolayers with Ultraspec reagent (Biotecx) according to the manufacturer's instructions. Northern blotting of purified virion or intracellular RNA was carried out as detailed previously (38) . RNA was probed with a PCR product corresponding to the 3=-most 539 nucleotides of the N gene and the entire 3= untranslated region of the MHV genome. The probe was labeled with an AlkPhos Direct kit, and blots were visualized using CDP-Star detection reagent (GE Healthcare).
For verification of the composition of constructed mutants, reverse transcription of RNA was carried out with a random hexanucleotide primer and avian myeloblastosis virus reverse transcriptase (Life Sciences). PCR amplification of cDNA was performed with the Expand High Fidelity PCR system (Roche). Reverse transcription-PCR (RT-PCR) products were analyzed by agarose gel electrophoresis and were purified with QIAquick spin columns (Qiagen) prior to DNA sequencing.
To analyze the leader-body junctions of subgenomic mRNAs, random-primed cDNA made from total RNA purified from infected 17Cl1 cells was amplified by PCR using primer L (corresponding to nucleotides [nt] 16 to 39 at the 5= end of the genome) paired with primer A (complementary to nucleotides 344 to 364 of gene 2a), primer B (complementary to nucleotides 247 to 264 of gene 5a), or primer C (complementary to nucleotides 626 to 645 of the N gene). PCR products were analyzed by electrophoresis in 1.5% agarose gels stained with ethidium bromide.
RESULTS

Construction of MHV N protein mutants containing SARS-
CoV RNA-binding domains. In order to probe the functions of the two RNA-binding domains of the MHV N protein, we exchanged each with its counterpart from the SARS-CoV N protein.
In the S1b mutant, the MHV domain N1b (or NTD) was replaced by SARS-CoV domain N1b, with which it shares 44% amino acid identity ( Fig. 1B) . Similarly, in the S2b mutant, the MHV domain N2b (or CTD) was replaced by the even more divergent SARS-CoV domain N2b, with which it retains only 35% amino acid identity. The two mutants, as well as an otherwise isogenic wildtype virus, were constructed by targeted RNA recombination (35, 36) . Additionally, we attempted to replace both domains of MHV N in an S1b-S2b construct, but this double substitution was found to be lethal.
For both the S1b mutant and the S2b mutant, the sequence of the entire N gene was determined and found to contain only the expected substitution and no extraneous mutations. To verify expression of the encoded N proteins, equal amounts of purified virions were analyzed by Western blotting (Fig. 1C ). Both chimeric N proteins, as well as the wild type, reacted with an anti-MHV N monoclonal antibody that recognizes an epitope in domain N3 (31) , which is common to all three N proteins. As expected, only the S1b and S2b N proteins were reactive with polyclonal antiserum that had been raised against bacterially expressed SARS-CoV N protein. Further sequencing was carried out to address the possibility that isolation of the mutants had been dependent on their acquisition of second-site mutations in proteins known to interact with N. It should be noted that in each of the chimeric N proteins, domain N3, which is the only clearly established M-interacting segment (30) (31) (32) (33) , and the SR region, which interacts with nsp3 (17, 18, 34) , were both derived from the MHV N protein (Fig. 1B) . For both the S1b mutant and the S2b mutant, the sequence of the first 600 codons of the replicase subunit nsp3 was confirmed to be unaltered; likewise, the entire M gene sequence of each mutant was found to be identical to that of the wild type. Therefore, no compensatory mutations in the Ubl1 domain of nsp3 or in the M protein had been required in order to allow either of the RNAbinding domain substitutions that were made in the N protein.
Although the S1b and S2b mutants were viable and grew to high titers, neither was as fit as wild-type virus. Both mutants formed plaques that were smaller than those of the wild type at 33, 37, and 39°C (Fig. 1D ). The S1b mutant was markedly more impaired than the S2b mutant, and this difference became most pronounced at 39°C. These observations indicated that, compared to their MHV counterparts, the substituted SARS-CoV RNA-binding domains did not function optimally within the framework of the remainder of the MHV N molecule.
Analysis of revertants of the S1b and S2b mutants. To identify genetic changes that could improve the growth of the N protein chimeras, we isolated adaptive or gain-of-function mutants (which, for simplicity, are hereafter referred to as revertants). For this purpose, cultures were started from multiple individual plaques of the S1b and S2b mutants and were serially passaged at 39°C in L2 cells at a low multiplicity of infection. Following passage six, by which time accelerated growth was usually noted, plaque titrations were carried out on L2 cells at 39°C, and a single plaque originating from each culture was purified for analysis. The plaques chosen ranged from slightly to substantially larger than those of the original mutant (see below), but none fully reached the size of plaques of wild-type MHV. In this manner, we obtained 18 independent revertants, 11 from the S1b mutant and 7 from the S2b mutant. The full N gene sequences of these viruses revealed a total of 11 unique reverting mutations ( Fig. 2) .
Notably, each revertant had only a single mutation. All of these were coding mutations, and somewhat surprisingly, none of these mapped in the originally substituted SARS-CoV RNA-binding domain of its respective parent. All reverting mutations of the S1b 
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SCoV Alignment of the amino acid sequences of the MHV and SARS-CoV N proteins. Domain boundaries and the mutations of all 18 individual S1b and S2b revertants are shown. The SARS-CoV N1b and N2b domains that are contained in the S1b and S2b mutants, respectively, are boxed. GenBank accession numbers for the sequences shown are AY700211 for MHV-A59 and AY278741 for SARS-CoV strain Urbani. mutant (summarized in Fig. 2A ) clustered outside domain N1b, either in domain N2a near the N2b boundary or else in the center of (MHV) domain N2b. All reverting mutations of the S2b mutant (summarized in Fig. 2B ) formed a single cluster at the same locus in domain N2a as the first set of S1b revertants. Moreover, two of the S2b reverting mutations, D248Y and D248H, were identical to S1b reverting mutations. Most, but not all, of the reverting mutations brought about a net increase of positive charge, either by changing a negatively charged residue to a neutral or polar residue or else by changing a neutral or polar residue to a positively charged residue (Fig. 2C ). This may indicate that an important effect of most of the reverting mutations is to increase the general affinity of N protein for RNA. For a subset of five revertants, we sequenced the first 630 codons of the replicase subunit nsp3 and found no changes from the wild-type sequence. This finding was consistent with the absence of any S1b or S2b reverting mutations in the SR region of N. Additionally, for a subset of 10 revertants, we sequenced the entire M gene and found no changes from the wild type, except that two revertants (S1b-rev4 and S2b-rev1) harbored T228I, which altered the carboxy-terminal residue of M protein. This mutation is a common variant resulting from recombination between the genome and subgenomic RNA7 (30) . Thus, none of the S1b or S2b revertants examined contained potential intergenic suppressor mutations either in the amino terminus of nsp3 or in the M protein.
Our finding that five independent reverting mutations of the S1b substitution mapped in domain N2b points to the existence of a functional interaction between the two RNA-binding domains of the coronavirus N protein. Such an interaction is also suggested by the observation that three of these S1b reverting mutations (D308Y, Q310H, and V321A) change an MHV N2b residue to the corresponding aligned SARS-CoV residue (Fig. 2C) . To more clearly test this genetic cross talk, we reconstructed one of the mutations, D308Y, in combination with the S1b substitution to determine whether it was sufficient for reversion ( Fig. 3A ). As shown in Fig. 3B , two independent isolates of the resulting S1bR1 mutant exhibited markedly larger plaques than the original S1b mutant at both 37 and 39°C. This established that the D308Y mutation alone is indeed capable of significantly enhancing the growth of the S1b mutant, thereby confirming that there is a genetic interaction between the N1b and N2b domains. We also attempted to learn the significance of the cluster of S1b and S2b reverting mutations at the downstream edge of domain N2a. To test whether these could have an additive effect, we designed constructs in which four of these mutations were combined either with the S1b substitution (in the S1bR4 mutant) or with both the S1b and S2b substitutions (in the S1b2bR4 mutant) ( Fig. 2A ). Additionally, we tested whether incorporation of the downstream end of SARS-CoV domain N2a could enable the recovery of the S1b2b double domain substitution (in the S1b[2a]2b mutant). However, we were unable to isolate any of the last three mutants in multiple independent targeted RNA recombination trials that included controls in which robust numbers of recombinants were obtained with wild-type donor RNA. These negative results are strong evidence that the S1bR4, S1b2bR4, and S1b[2a]2b mutations are lethal, suggesting that aggregation of multiple reverting mutations is not beneficial to chimeric N protein function.
Characterization of a temperature-sensitive domain N2b mutant. In a previous study, we identified a classical temperaturesensitive MHV mutant designated Alb25 (39) . At the nonpermissive temperature, 39°C, Alb25 formed very tiny plaques compared to those of the wild type ( Fig. 4A ). Virions of Alb25 were also B A wild type S1b mutant S1bR1 mutant (1) S1bR1 mutant (2) In the S1bR1 mutant, the S1b substitution was paired with the reverting mutation D308Y in domain N2b. In the S1bR4 mutant, the S1b substitution was paired with a set of four reverting mutations in domain N2a; likewise, in the S1b2bR4 mutant, the S1b and S2b substitutions were paired with the same set of four reverting mutations in domain N2a. In the S1b[2a]2b mutant, both the S1b and S2b substitutions were added to a partial substitution of domain N2a, in which residues 221 to 249 of SARS-CoV N replaced residues 234 to 257 of MHV N. (B) Plaques of two independent isolates of the S1bR1 mutant at 37 or 39°C compared with those of the S1b mutant and wild-type virus.
Plaque titrations were carried out on L2 cells; monolayers were stained with neutral red at 72 h postinfection and were photographed 18 h later. nearly 1,000-fold more thermolabile than wild-type virions. Because two other classical N gene mutants, Alb1 (39) and Alb4 (40), exhibited similarly extreme degrees of thermolability, we sequenced the N gene of Alb25 and found that it contained a single point mutation changing the first of two cysteine residues in domain N2b to phenylalanine (Fig. 4B ). Eighteen independent revertants of Alb25 were isolated from passage 2 stocks on the basis of their ability to form plaques larger than those of the original mutant at 39°C, and the entire N gene of each was sequenced. Three revertants (rev2, rev5, and rev12) exactly returned phenylalanine back to cysteine at the site of the primary mutation. These viruses formed wild-type-sized plaques at the nonpermissive temperature (data not shown), demonstrating that the C281F mutation was responsible for the phenotype of Alb25. A second class of primary-site revertants, containing the mutation C281V, had plaques intermediate in size between those of the mutant and the wild type (data not shown). However, nine revertants retained the C281F mutation but had acquired an additional mutation elsewhere in the N molecule. Plaques formed by these second-site revertants at 39°C ranged from one-sixth the size of wild-type plaques (rev14) to equal in size to wild-type plaques (rev11) (Fig.  4A ). The mutations in these revertants mapped to multiple sites in both domain N1b and domain N2b (Fig. 4B) ; notably, none were located in domain N1a, the SR region, spacer B, or domain N3. Like the S1b and S2b reverting mutations, most of the Alb25 second-site reverting mutations created a net increase of positive charge. Remarkably, three Alb25 revertants (rev3, rev4, and rev11) mapped to the same N2b residues as did three of the rever- Stars denote reverting mutations at residues that were also mutated in particular S1b revertants. (C) Summary of N protein intramolecular genetic interactions revealed by revertants of the S1b, S2b, and Alb25 mutants. Lines running from the sites of the S1b or S2b substitutions or the Alb25 mutation point to the locations of compensating mutations.
tants of the S1b mutant (S1b-rev1, -rev5, and -rev8) (Fig. 2C) . Collectively, the reverting mutations of the Alb25, S1b, and S2b mutants point to a broad set of intramolecular interactions between the two RNA-binding domains of the coronavirus N protein, as shown in Fig. 4C . Lack of effect of the S1b and S2b substitutions on subgenomic RNA leader-body junction formation. A distinguishing characteristic of coronavirus infections is the transcription of a 3= nested set of subgenomic RNAs (sgRNAs) that serve as the mRNAs for expression of all genes downstream of the replicase gene (1) . Each sgRNA contains a 5= leader (72 nucleotides [nt] for MHV), which is identical to the 5= end of the genome, joined to a body sequence, which ranges from 1.7 to 9.6 kb identical to the 3= end of the genome (Fig. 5A) . The leader-body fusion occurs at a short transcription-regulating sequence (TRS) common to the 3= end of the leader RNA and the 5= end of each body RNA. This discontinuous transcription is brought about by a highly efficient strand-switching event that takes place during negative-strand RNA synthesis, and its frequency is influenced by RNA sequence and secondary structure flanking the TRS.
N protein has been proposed to facilitate the coronavirus transcription process, both through sequence-specific binding to the TRS (7, 10, 13) and through helix-destabilizing and RNA chaperone activities (10, 11, 41, 42) . For MHV and all other lineage A betacoronaviruses the consensus TRS is 5=-AAUCUAAAC-3=, whereas the SARS-CoV TRS is 5=-ACGAAC-3= (43) . Therefore, we reasoned that if transcription was dependent upon selective recognition of the TRS by N protein, then we would expect either or both of the SARS-CoV RNA-binding domain substitutions to adversely affect the fidelity of MHV sgRNA formation. To test this notion, we used RT-PCR to inspect the 5= ends of sgRNAs formed in cells infected with the S1b and S2b mutants. We chose to analyze sgRNA2 and sgRNA5 as examples of lower-abundance transcripts, which might be more sensitive to misrecognition of the TRS (also, the TRS for sgRNA2, 5=-AAUCUAUAC-3=, deviates from the consensus). Additionally, we examined the highly abundant transcripts sgRNA4 and sgRNA7. Random-primed cDNA was amplified with a positive-sense leader primer (primer L) ( Fig.  5A ) paired with various negative-sense primers to cross the leader-body junctions of sgRNA2 (primer A), sgRNA4 and -5 (primer B), or sgRNA7 (primer C). The different primer pairs produced the same set of PCR products of the predicted sizes for RNA from cells infected with either the S1b mutant, the S2b mutant, or wildtype virus (Fig. 5B ). Only two unexpected products were observed, a 300-bp band unique to the S1b mutant, which was generated with primers L and A, and a 200-bp band common to the S2b mutant and the wild type, which was generated with primers L and B. However, sequencing of these PCR products revealed that they did not reflect unusual leader-body junctions. Rather, they were caused, respectively, by mispriming of primer A within the SARS-CoV N1b sequence (which is absent in the S2b mutant and the wild type) and by mispriming of primer B within the MHV N1b sequence (which is absent in the S1b mutant). Sequences obtained for the main PCR products were identical for the two mutants and the wild type and corresponded exactly to the four expected leader-body junction sequences. Sequence histograms, partially shown for sgRNA2 and -5 in Fig. 5C , had no minor peaks that would have indicated a minor population of aberrant transcripts.
Additionally, we searched for evidence of transcription origi-nating from fusion at the only occurrence in the MHV genome of the SARS-CoV TRS, 5=-ACGAAC-3=. This motif appears at nt 13588 to 13593 in the MHV nsp12 coding region. RT-PCR was carried out pairing primer L with negative-sense primers located either 266 or 584 nucleotides downstream of this potential TRS. However, like the wild type, neither the S1b or S2b mutant yielded a product of the expected size with either set of primer pairs; minor artifactual bands were the same for both mutants and the wild-type control. Overall, our results do not support the existence of a transcriptional requirement for sequence-specific TRS recognition by the N protein.
Ability of chimeric N proteins to support the infectivity of gRNA. A critical early step in coronavirus infection is mediated by the interaction between the SR region of the N protein and the amino-terminal Ubl1 domain of nsp3 (17, 18, 34) . Moreover, this interaction is directly related to the ability of N protein to enhance the infectivity of transfected coronavirus gRNA, which is only minimally infectious by itself (17) . Since we and others have previously demonstrated that the latter function of N protein requires both of the RNA-binding domains of N in addition to the SR region (10, 18, 42) , we examined the activities of the S1b and S2b mutant N proteins in gRNA-mRNA cotransfection assays. As observed before (17, 18) , cotransfected wild-type MHV N mRNA stimulated the infectivity of wild-type gRNA more than 15-fold over that seen with no added N mRNA (Fig. 6 ). By comparison, the effectiveness of the chimeric N proteins was somewhat lower. Although the relative strengths of the S1b and S2b N mRNAs varied in multiple separate experiments, both consistently displayed 30 to 50% of the activity of wild-type MHV N mRNA. This less-than-optimal activity may account for some of the partial growth impairment exhibited by each of these mutants.
Packaging defect of the S2b mutant. Coronaviruses selectively package gRNA into assembled virions, generally excluding the large molar excess of sgRNA that is synthesized intracellularly during infection. For MHV and other lineage A betacoronaviruses (including BCoV and human coronavirus HKU1), this selectivity, at least in part, is due to an RNA packaging signal (PS) that is embedded in the coding region for the replicase subunit nsp15 (Fig. 7A) (14, 37, (44) (45) (46) (47) (48) (49) . Coronavirus PS identity and location are not universally conserved, though (50, 51) . It is clear that SARS-CoV, a lineage B betacoronavirus, does not possess the nsp15 insertion that harbors the MHV PS (52), nor does it contain an RNA element resembling the MHV PS elsewhere in its genome (53) . It was thus feasible that if N protein plays a role in the recognition of the PS, then that capability might have been lost in one or both of the SARS-CoV RNA-binding domain substitutions. To address this possibility, we performed Northern blot analysis of intracellular and packaged viral RNA. As shown in Fig. 7B , a probe specific for the 3= end of the MHV genome detected the identical 3= nested set of viral RNA species in total RNA extracted from cells that had been infected with the S1b mutant, the S2b mutant, or the wild type. In contrast to this pattern, RNA isolated from wild-type virions that were purified by sucrose step gradients and immunopurification consisted of gRNA almost entirely devoid of sgRNA (Fig. 7B ). This result was in accord with previous work showing a high level of gRNA packaging selectivity by MHV (37, (44) (45) (46) . Virions of the S1b mutant maintained a degree of packaging stringency equivalent to that of the wild type. Contrary to this, virions of the S2b mutant were found to have packaged substantial amounts of sgRNAs, in proportion to their relative abundance in infected cells. We had previously observed this same packaging-negative phenotype in constructed mutants in which the PS was either disrupted with silent mutations or else deleted (37) . In the present case, however, the MHV PS was fully intact. We confirmed that the sequence of the genomic region of the PS (including a span from 200 nt upstream to 450 nt down-stream) was identical for the S1b mutant, the S2b mutant, and the wild type. The failure of the S2b mutant to recognize the MHV PS was therefore a consequence of the substitution of the SARS-CoV N2b domain.
In prior work, we showed that the absence of the PS had only a minimal effect on viral growth, but its presence provided a selec- wt wt wt wt S1b S1b S1b S1b S2b S2b tive advantage (37) . Viruses containing the PS consistently outcompeted otherwise isogenic viruses lacking the PS over the course of multiple passages in tissue culture. This raised the question of whether revertants of the S2b mutant, which had been selected by serial passaging, had somehow regained packaging competence. Consequently, we chose to examine S2b-rev1 as a representative of the most frequent S2b reverting mutation, D248Y, which arose independently three times (Fig. 2) . The plaque size of S2b-rev1 at 39°C, the temperature of revertant selection, was only slightly larger than that of the original S2b mutant ( Fig. 8A) . Nevertheless, despite the fact that S2b-rev1 had overtaken the S2b mutant following six serial passages, the packaging phenotype of S2b-rev1 remained identical to that of the S2b mutant ( Fig. 8B) . Thus, the D248Y mutation, which falls outside domain N2b, did not repair the packaging defect caused by the S2b substitution.
We next sought to further localize the determinants of PS recognition in domain N2b. For this purpose, we designed a set of partial S2b chimeras ( Fig. 9A and C) . One pair of constructs, S2bN and S2bC, divided the original S2b substitution into two parts, based on structural work that suggested a critical role for SARS-CoV N2b residues 248 to 280 in RNA binding (28) . An additional group of constructs, S2b1, S2b2, and S2b3, made smaller substitutions of three regions of SARS-CoV N2b that are colinear with their aligned MHV counterparts. Among these five constructs, only two could be isolated as viable viruses. The first of these, the S2bC mutant, had a robust growth phenotype, with plaques only slightly smaller than those of the wild type (Fig. 9B) . The second chimera, the S2b2 mutant, was markedly defective, forming plaques that were tiny at 37°C and pinpoint at 39°C. In contrast, we failed to isolate the S2bN mutant following multiple independent targeted RNA recombination trials, which strongly indicated that the S2bN substitution is lethal. Likewise, we were unable to obtain S2b1 and S2b3 viruses, although our efforts to do so were less extensive in light of the minimal viability of the S2b2 mutant.
Collectively, these results suggest that the N protein is much less tolerant to partial substitutions within domain N2b than to outright replacement of the entire domain.
For both the S2bC and S2b2 mutants, sequencing of the entire N and M genes revealed no changes other than the engineered mutations in N. Because the growth of the S2b2 mutant was too weak to examine its RNA packaging capability, we isolated revertants of this chimera following five serial passages at 39°C. Five S1b S1b
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Intracellular RNA Virion RNA , which is located within the coding region for nsp15, and the wild-type or mutant N genes. (B) Northern blots of total RNA isolated from infected or mock-infected17Cl1 cells (left) or of RNA isolated from normalized amounts of immunopurified wild-type, S1b, or S2b virions (right). MHV RNA was detected with a probe specific for the 3= end of the genome. independent revertants (one of which is shown in Fig. 9B) were obtained as viruses able to form large plaques at 37 and 39°C, and the entire N gene sequence of each was determined. Contrary to the pattern observed with the S1b and S2b revertants (Fig. 2) , the mutations in the S2b2 revertants all fell within domain N2b, the domain in which the SARS-CoV sequence substitution had been made (Fig. 9C) . Additionally, all but one of the revertants contained two mutations. These findings suggested that the reverting mutations compensated for folding defects that had been created by the juxtaposition of MHV and SARS-CoV amino acid residues within the domain N2b structure. One revertant, S2b2-rev2, which formed the largest plaques at 39°C, was selected as representative of the set.
Northern blot analysis of RNA isolated from highly purified virions revealed that like the original S2b mutant, the S2bC and S2b2-rev2 mutants packaged large amounts of sgRNAs in addition to gRNA (Fig. 9D ). This contrasted sharply with the stringently selective incorporation of gRNA into wild-type virions. Moreover, the packaging defect of the three chimeric viruses was seen to be identical to that of the previously characterized silPS mutant (Fig. 9D ). The silPS virus contains a set of 20 coding-silent mutations in nsp15 that disrupt both the primary and secondary structures of the MHV PS, but it has a wild-type N protein (37) . The recapitulation of the silPS packaging-negative phenotype by viruses harboring only N protein mutations demonstrated that the RNA-binding domain N2b is the major, and perhaps sole, protein determinant of PS recognition for MHV. Our results also showed that, as with S2b-rev1 ( Fig. 8) , the reverting mutations in S2b2-rev2 corrected the overall function of N protein but did not reestablish recognition of the PS. The boundaries of the substitution in the S2b2 mutant allow us to conclude that alteration of a short interval of MHV domain N2b, residues 298 through 327, is sufficient to disrupt packaging selectivity. At this time, however, we cannot rule out the participation of other N2b residues in PS recognition.
DISCUSSION
Much has been learned previously about coronavirus protein interactions through the construction of interspecies chimeras that preserve or disrupt particular viral functions (17, 18, 35, (54) (55) (56) (57) (58) (59) .
In the present study, we replaced the RNA-binding domains of the MHV N protein with those from a heterologous coronavirus N protein. We chose SARS-CoV N protein as the donor for these substitutions because we expected it to be sufficiently closely related to MHV to produce viable chimeric viruses. On the other hand, we anticipated that the extent of divergence between the MHV and SARS-CoV N proteins would be sufficient to uncover functions of domains N1b and N2b that are dependent upon their sequence-specific interactions with other N domains, other proteins, or RNA.
Role of domain N2b in PS recognition. The most salient result of our study was the finding that entire or partial substitutions of MHV domain N2b abolished the selective packaging of gRNA into virions, a process which is mediated by the MHV PS. The MHV PS was originally discovered by the dissection of certain defective interfering RNAs that were able to be packaged in the presence of helper virus (44) (45) (46) . The PS is a 95-nt stem-loop structure containing a 4-fold repeated motif, each copy of which displays a dipurine bulge (49) . This element resides within the rep 1b gene, in a region that encodes a dispensable peptide loop on the surface of replicase subunit nsp15 (60) . The role of the MHV PS in its native locus in the viral genome was only recently examined through the engineering of multiple point mutations (in the silPS mutant) or a total deletion (in the ⌬PS mutant) (37) . Surprisingly, knockout of the PS was not highly deleterious, although the silPS and ⌬PS mutants were shown to be less fit than wild-type virus in tissue culture. Disruption of PS sequence and structure, nevertheless, was found to cause the indiscriminate packaging of sgRNAs along with gRNA into assembled virions. Thus, in the viral genome, in contrast to defective interfering RNAs, the PS is not absolutely required for gRNA packaging. Rather, it governs the selective incorporation of gRNA over sgRNA into progeny virions.
In the study presented here, we showed that the N protein mutants S2b, S2bC, and S2b2-rev2 had a packaging-negative phenotype identical to that of the silPS mutant (Fig. 9 ). The most straightforward conclusion to be drawn from this result is that MHV domain N2b specifically recognizes the MHV PS, which is unique to the lineage A betacoronaviruses. A homologous RNA structure does not occur in the nsp15 coding region of the SARS-CoV genome (37, 52, 53) , despite unfounded assertions to the contrary (61, 62) . It is therefore reasonable to assume that the SARS-CoV N protein did not evolve the capacity to recognize the MHV PS element and that the S2b substitution represents a loss-of-function mutation in this respect. S2b2-rev2 mutants provide us with a starting point for further localization of key residues for PS recognition. More finely targeted mutagenesis, as well as biochemical and structural studies, will be necessary to fully elucidate the molecular basis of gRNA packaging specificity.
Evidence has been presented previously for the specific binding of MHV N protein to PS RNA in vitro (14) , and N would seem, a priori, to be the viral protein that acts in selective recognition of gRNA. However, it has been repeatedly demonstrated that not only gRNA but also all sgRNAs are coimmu- Virion RNA noprecipitated from infected cell extracts by anti-N antibodies (15, 63, 64) . Additionally, it has been shown that M protein associates with only the fraction of N protein that is bound to gRNA or to nonviral RNA containing the MHV PS (48, 64) . Further, in a virus-like particle system it was found that M protein, in the absence of N protein, determined the selective packaging of nonviral RNA containing the PS (65) . Our findings, which strongly argue that N protein is the major determinant of MHV packaging selectivity, are clearly incompatible with the latter result, but they do not exclude the participation of M protein in gRNA packaging. It may be possible to construct viruses with chimeric M proteins to address this question. Another caveat at this time is that we cannot generalize the role of domain N2b beyond the lineage A betacoronaviruses. Just as the locations and compositions of packaging signals do not appear to be conserved among all coronaviruses (50, 51, 53) , so, too, their protein recognition elements may vary. Viral functions not affected by N protein RNA-binding domain substitutions. In contrast to the implication of domain N2b in PS recognition, we found no evidence to support a role for either domain N1b or N2b in specific recognition of the TRS during coronavirus transcription. MHV N protein (7, 13) , and specifically domain N1b (10), has been shown to bind with high affinity to the MHV TRS, 5=-AAUCUAAAC-3=, and to the complement of this RNA motif. Such binding was envisioned to mediate the template-switching events that form sgRNA leader-body junctions during negative-strand RNA synthesis (10) . We expected that if this were the case, then we would find a population of aberrant transcripts among the intracellular RNAs produced during infection with the S1b or the S2b mutant. However, for four different sgRNAs that were sampled, we detected only leaderbody junctions identical to those of the wild type ( Fig. 5 ). Correspondingly, Northern blots of RNA from S1b or S2b mutantinfected cells did not contain extra bands that might indicate the generation of leader-body junctions at alternative sites (Fig. 7B ). Our results are consistent with recent findings indicating that high-affinity cognate TRS binding is not a general property of coronavirus N proteins (42) . A requirement for sequence-specific TRS recognition would also seem to be ruled out by the demonstration of the "rewiring" of the SARS-CoV genome through replacement of all leader and body copies of the TRS with an alien hexanucleotide sequence (66) . It is thus likely that the properties of N protein most pertinent to template strand-switching events in coronavirus transcription are its RNA helix-unwinding and annealing activities (10, 11, 41, 42) . Consequently, it remains possible that aberrant transcription events could be caused by RNAbinding domain mutations other than those generated in the present study.
The substitution of RNA binding domains also did not affect the compatibility of the N and M proteins. Coronavirus assembly is stabilized by binding of the nucleocapsid to the carboxy-terminal endodomain of M protein (64, 67, 68) . There is an abundance of genetic evidence that this essential N protein-M protein interaction maps to domain N3 and to the carboxy terminus of M (30) (31) (32) (33) . Such a localization accords well with cryo-electron microscopic (69) and cryo-electron tomographic (70) images of MHV and SARS-CoV virions that have shown thread-like connections between the M endodomain and the nucleocapsid. If there existed other critical N-M interactions that involved do-mains N1b or N2b, we would have expected them to have been perturbed in the S1b or S2b mutants, since the SARS-CoV M endodomain is equally as divergent from its MHV counterpart as are N domains N1b and N2b. However, sequence analysis of the S1b and S2b mutants indicated that no compensatory mutations in M were required for the viability of these chimeras. Likewise, there were no suppressor mutations found in the M genes of the S1b and S2b revertants or the partial S2b chimeras. This suggests that domain N3 is the only region of N protein that is necessary for its interaction with M protein.
N protein intramolecular interactions. Each of the SARS-CoV RNA-binding domain substitutions was less than optimally functional when placed in the background of the MHV N protein.
These deficiencies enabled the selection of multiple independent faster-growing revertants that arose upon passaging of the S1b and S2b mutants. All reversion events were found to be caused by second-site mutations in the N molecule, outside the originally substituted SARS-CoV RNA-binding domain. Many of the reverting mutations of the S1b mutant pointed to functional interactions between domains N1b and N2b (Fig. 2) . Second-site revertants of Alb25, a classical domain N2b temperature-sensitive mutant, also exhibited genetic cross talk between domains N1b and N2b (Fig. 4) . Moreover, some Alb25 reverting mutations were coincident with particular S1b reverting mutations in domain N2b; similarly, some S1b reverting mutations were coincident with some S2b reverting mutations in domain N2a.
This web of connections calls to mind the multiple interdomain interactions that have been shown to affect the function of MHV nsp5, the main protease of the replicase-transcriptase complex (71) . In the case of the N protein, though, it is unclear whether the observed genetic interactions equate to direct physical contacts between the N1b and N2b domains. A study that used small-angle X-ray scattering to examine the shape of a SARS-CoV N1b-N2a-N2b construct in the absence of RNA found that domains N1b and N2b did not directly interact (29) , but is not yet known if RNA can facilitate N protein interdomain contacts. It is intriguing that three of the S1b reverting mutations convert an MHV N2b residue to the corresponding SARS-CoV residue (Fig.  2C ). However, if the SARS-CoV RNA-binding domains would prefer to interact with each other, rather than with their MHV equivalents, then it is perplexing that we were unable to isolate an S1b-S2b double substitution mutant. One possible explanation for this negative result is that there remains an unknown critical intermolecular interaction that involves both N1b and N2b, which would be abrogated by simultaneous substitution of both domains.
A related problem arises from consideration of the fact that most of the S1b and S2b reverting mutations increase the net positive charge of the region in which they appear. This suggests that the main effect of the reverting mutations is enhancement of nonspecific single-stranded RNA binding, which is principally characterized by electrostatic interactions between basic amino acid residues and the phosphate backbone of RNA (72) . Consistent with this view, the most commonly arising S2b reverting mutation (D248Y) did not restore packaging competence to the S2b mutant ( Fig. 8 ). This interpretation, however, does not explain why the nonspecific RNA-binding properties of SARS-CoV domains N1b and N2b should be different from those of the corresponding MHV N domains. These questions may remain unresolved until further information can be ob-tained about the structure of N protein in complex with RNA and about the ultrastructure of the coronavirus nucleocapsid. Even with a wealth of structural knowledge, we will likely also require a more detailed understanding of the biochemistry of RNA synthesis and recombination to fully apprehend why coronaviruses have evolved two independent RNA-binding domains.
